Conjunctio Oppositorum: Tarot Spread for Pathworking

Day of the Week _________________________ Date _______________________ Time _____________________________

Moon Phase _____________________________ Deck ______________________ Spread _Conjunctio Oppositorum_

Question _______________________________ ____________________________ _______________________________

Conjunctio Oppositorum: The Union of Opposites

The Triangle

Card 3
Your Secret Desire
Or Inner Sight
(combination of Ayin (eye) and Resh (forehead)
(Draw randomly)

Card 4
Your Conscious Goal
Or Active Pursuit
(combination of Nun (fish) and Tzaddi (fishhook)
(Draw randomly)

Card 5
The Union of Opposites
(Chose intentionally
based on common elements)

The Polarities

Card 2
What’s in opposition to
Card 1
(Choose intentionally)

Card 1
What you want
(Choose intentionally)

A French version of Temperance—note how the water flows in three streams as it leaves the top jug (blue in this version, with her skirt red behind it) but becomes only two streams as it enters the bottom jug (red here, and behind it her skirt is blue). According to Gettings, this symbolizes the transformation of life-force as it flows from the emotional or subconscious (blue) into “conscious expression” (red). The subconscious is working in a context of “active creation” (such as the Trinity or any threefold force—symbolized by three streams with a background of red) while manifestation happens in a passive environment (such as nature—symbolized by the blue background) and can only be perceived as duality (the two streams).